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Foreword

At first glance, body weight seems simple to understand-people eat

more than they burn off through physical activity, and their weight

goes up. The remedy seems simple as well-push away from the table,
exercise, and take some responsibility. There is some truth to each of
these propositions, but they both skirt the most important questions:

Why do so many people struggle with their weight if the
problem is so simple~

What in the world can be done?

If one scratches just below the surface, it quickly becomes apparent

that obesity is one of the most fascinating and vexing problems of

modern life. A half century ago, obesity was scarce. Then it was a

problem only in a few developed countries such as the United States,

England, and Australia. Then it stampeded throughout the world, Who

would have imagined the day when overnutrition and obesity would
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join hunger as a leading nutrition problem in countries such as China

and Indiai'
Something profound has changed to cause this. A combination of

conditions has eroded the ability of vast numbers of people to make
healthy choices, even though most people know the rudiments of
healthy living-most people know that fruits and vegetabtes are good
and junk food is bad, and that exercise is beneficiaLWhat is driving

these problemsi'
This book answers due question, but it also goes further. It pro-

vides sound advice for people wanting to lose weight and keep it off.
Based on groundbreaking films produced by HBO in cOl:junction
with the prestigious Institute of Medicine, this book shows that
forces working against us make obesity an understandable, even pre-
dictable consequence of our environment. The chapter tides capture
the daunting challenges people face in everydaylife: "Fast Food vsUs,"
"Restaurants vs Us," "Big Food Companies vsUs," "Marketing vsUs,"
"Desks, Cars, and Computers vs Us,"and so on. The authors showhow
an environment of toxic food and low physical activity has led us to an
epidemic, and they do so in a most accessibleand vibrant way.

At the end of the day, the most important challenge is discovering
what to do about obesity. Many parties must take part: governments,
schools, the media, health professionals, food companies,and, of course,
individuals. Individuals can become political actors and cry out to

their elected leaders for needed change. Individuals can also address
their own behavior and their family environment. This combination
of activating people to have a voice and also to adopt new healthy
eating and activity patterns is what makes this book unique and so

Important.
John Hoffman and Judith A. Salerno have made a compelling case

for the benefits of weight loss, even in surprisingly small amounts. For
people wanting to lose weight, this book brings together the most ad-
vanced scientific discoveries into an easily understood and engaging
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set of guidelines and suggestions designed to bring about sustainable
personal change. This information will be helpful to every reader.

It is heartening that The Weight of the Nation is also addressing the
issue of weight bias, stigma, and discrimination. Overweight people are
treated differently from their normal~weightpeers in educational, med~
ical, employment, and other settings, evenwhen their qualifications are
the same. There is a stunning social penalty for being overweight.And
behind the statistics are heart-wrenching stories of children being
teased in the cruelest waysby peers, parents being critical of theif own
children, bullying, and many other forms of mistreatment aimed at
people who desetve better,

Some people justify such mistreatment by believing that bias is a
form of social pressure that will motivate people to lose weight, Far
from the truth, this attitude perpetuates unfair and hurtful behav-
iors that undermine dignity and good health, It is possible and neces-
sary to fight obesity while showing compassion for the people who
have it.

,After many years of neglect, governments, public health officials,
and society have turned attention to one of the world's most significant
public health issues. The result is an amazing series of discoveries,
more knowledge. than ever about what causes the problem of over-
weight in America, and more helpful information on how to bring
about change. When the hiscory of obesity is wrirten, The Weight of the
Nation will be seen as a significant milestone,

Kelly D. Brownell, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology,Epidemiology, and Public Health
Director, Rudd Center for Food Policy & Obesity
YaleUniversity
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Introduction

You've heard it a million times: America is fat. As a nation,

we're getting fatter every day, our kids are fat, it's making us
sick"and many of us may die earlier because of it.

No one is immune. If you're not currently struggling with your

weight, you know someone who is, most likely no farther away than

your immediate family. The obesity problem in America affects our

already strained health-care system, our national productivity and se-

curity, and out quality oflifc,

We spend more than $40 billion every year on diet products and

services, trying not to be fat-that's not alittlc concern, that's more than

the GDP of half the world's nations. We really don't want to be far.

So why arc we: Why is this problem only getting worse? What arc
the consequences of this seemingly inexorable weight gain? And can

anything be done about it?

These are the questions HBO's Emmy Award-winning documen-

tary film division set out to answer in 2009, when they turned their
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lens to the obesity crisis. Their first step was to partner with the In-
stitute of Medicine (10M) of the National Academies, which has
studied the obesity epidemic for more than ten years, to help them get

to the heart of the issue.
New research is released all the time, shifting the blame from one

product to another. The first villain was fat itsel£ so we looked for
lower-fat products. That didn't work. Then we tried blaming carbs,
then eggs, then red meat, dairy, white flour, sugar, apple juice, soda,
high-fructose corn syrup, and partially hydrogenated anything. One
by one, we replaced the evil food du jour ... and watched as our collec-
tive waistlines grew. And kept growing! If current trends continue, by
2018, experts ptedict that 75 percent of the American population will

be overweight or obese,
If we couldn't blame carbs or fat, what was left to blame but our-

selves?You ate too much at the holidays: better join a weight-loss pro-
gram. If you really wamed it bad enough, you'd lose those last ten
pounds. You'd actually use that gym membership that hits your credit
card bill every month, Unlike our hardworking grandparents, people
today are less active, and we indulge at every meal. Could it really be
that hard to JUSt eat less and exercise morer

Far too many people look at weight problems and think it should
be easy enough to eat less and move more. But if more than two-thirds
of American adults are overweight or obese, it can't be so simple. And
the notion that we'te not strong or smart enough to stop overeating
isn't helping anyone. That kind of stigma only makes it more difficult
fat those of us who are struggling with our weight. It does, however,
benefit the diet industry when it needs to sell its latest progtam, prod-
uct, or book. In a world that places such a high value on being thin, and
whete thinness has come to connote a superior level of self-contto!'
those who fail to achieve such an ideal take much of the blame. Popular
culture and the media tell us it's as easy as just saying no to unhealthy
foods and large portions, and that not being able to do so is a mark of
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personal failure. That kind of blame game doesn't set anyone up for
success. Actually, it undermines many of our best efforts,

The notion that obesity is the result of a lack of willpower or self-
control resonated with the HBO documentaty film team. In The Ad.
diction Project, they'd stared down the same prejudice against those
struggling with addiction and successfully reframed it as a chronic, re.
lapsingbrain disease for whichwehave increasinglyeffectivetreatments.
They cut through the misinformation and fear surrounding dementia
and brought hope to a previously desperate diagnosis with The AI.
zheimer's Project. Now, with their immersion into the world of obesity
in The WeIght of the Nation, they've come to understand the powerful
mechanisms in our bodies and brains that cause us to gain weight and
interfere with losing it. The forceswithin us that work in waysoutside
our awareness and beyond our control are so strong that they dwarf
any argument that it is all about willpower. There has to be more
going on with the obesity story.

HBO was aware that the 10M had already developed an extensive
body of work on the prevention of childhood obesity and had a strong
desire to raise awareness about this personal and public health problem.
IC?M's obesity prevention reports consistently emphasized viewing
obesity as an enormously complexproblem that is much more than an
issue of "personal responsibility,"and stressed that the environment in
which children and t:.milies live often makes it very difficult to attain
Otmaintain a healthy weight. The recommendations in its reports fo-
cused on the importance of change at every leveland the need to moti-
vate and empower individuals and communities to act to turn the tide
of the obesity epidemic. The combination of the 10M's in~depth back~
ground in obesity prevention research and its focus on solutions made
it an excellent partner in helping to tell the obesity story,

Together, HBO and the 10M worked with the National Institutes
of Health (NIH), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), the Michael & Susan Dell Foundation, and Kaiser Permanente
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to gather the nation's leading experts in every field from heart disease
and diabetes to evolutionary biology, agriculture, food marketing, and
behavioral economics. For more than two years, we exammed and ana-
lyzed historical and groundbreaking studies. To put a human face on
[he problem, we interviewed hundreds of people who have struggled

with their weight and chronicled their challenges.
The Weight of the Niltiot) is more than a documentary series. It is

an ambitious public health campaign consisting of four doculllcw
cary films, a series of films for children, a video-nch Web site at
hbo.com/theweightofthenation, the free distribution of forty thou-
sand screening kits to organizations around the country, and action-
orieneed community-based outreach efforts. Together, all this adds up
to a comprehensive campaign to reverse obesity in America-the latest
word on the consequences of being fat, why we gain weight, how to lose
it, and the best ways of keeping weight off.
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The Bad News:
We Have a Big Problem

As much as we all wish there were one thing in the fight against
fat we could point to and eliminate, there isn't. Whether you
look at individuals or at our society as a whole, the cause is

complex. It's the sum total of all our little daily deCIsions that tesults in
us eating a little toOmuch and moving too litde-which over time adds
up to a lot of pounds, For the nation, our obesity problem has been
magnified by the actions of industry, agriculture, and government, These
forces shape the environment in which we live,work, and play and, often
unintentionally, make it harder for us to make healthy choices. Big de-
cisions made by industry, agriculture, and government have a huge im-
pact on the little decisions we make about what we reach for when we're
hungry and how long we sit at our desks and In our cars.

The good news is that, to some extent, there are things within our
control. that we can change to help ourselves, our f~milies, and our
communities pursue healthier Jives.
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Obesity is not inevitable. It can be prevented. And, with hard work

and the right information, it can even be reversed.

We Know We're Fat ... Don't We?

Our national obsession with stick-thin beauty as portrayed in television

shows, movies, and magazines has confused an entire generation

about what healthy actually looks like. But. equally concernlllg are the

generations of Americans who now look at the overweight and obese

people around them and mistake them for people who are at a normal

size ;lrld a healthy weight.

So, if our perspective is so distorted, how can we tell when our fat

is an actual problem and not just a bothersome muffin rap?

How Fat Is Too Fat?

If you're cutting through the fat to try to figure rh3t question our, what

are the most important measurements you need w pay attention to?

The simple answer is your waist size and your body mass index. The

bigger your waist, the more likely you are to be storing an unhealthy

amount of fat 111 your abdomen. Excess fat that accumulates in your

midsection is directly associated with your risk of developmg the

chl'Onic health conditions linked to obesity, so waist size is a cfitical

measurement to know. A quick and fairly accurate way to measure it is

as simple as stretching a piece of string around your stomach. Find the

clfcumference of your bare waist JUSt above your hipbones. Men who

measure at over forty inches and (non-pregnant) women who measure

over thirty-five inches are at risk.

One of the terms that gets used most often in discussions about

obesity, weight loss, and weight gain is body mass index, or BML which
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is a ratio of weight and height that represents how much body fat you

have. T'he most important thing you need to know about EMI is that

it's the calculation most often used by your physician. It's also valuable

to scientists and statisticians, because it's a reliable measure that is

easy to figure am. Because EMI is so commonly used, it's crucial to

know what yours is. The standard EMI chart is broken down into the

following categories:

Underweight Less than 18.5

,
Healthy Weight 18.5-24.9

Overweight 25.0-29.9

Obese 30 and above

MorbidlyObese 40 and above

Calculate your own BMI at
hbo.com/lheweighlofthenation.

AdW)8se;ti;;u~, the~rciemific.naOl
, .'. ..:,·;:;':Pb·· . ~.,.. " .. ~' : ." ". '. ,..... .'

hu·~·an::dev~lopm~pt.·~ril:t;su:rviv~I.)!Ve.all need fat·fpr.eDer~y
•....•'" '.' . '..... u . . "'.»# ."," . ."'" " " . .. '. ...•. .,'
~toraQe'n1~ti\bol1sll1( :!;irb\t\!th: .lJmin· fU{lciion, ,tEtj'nperature'Jnsula-'
ti~n,. o~g'an·prqtegtr~~:'~~I\struct~r~·I· c.ushi'~·nin·g;;(lnw.gi·he sit~
• . '. Jd . w ,! .' ii.·· ... '

9 withou,titl)E!ut adipose tiSf>.ueis notthe only. place tat'cells
,J"
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liVEJ.. They're'eVE!fywhere in' your: ~ody-in your org51DSand ,even,. . ,

, iW;1/ . " .,"
In YO~0~Elood.. 1\i .,. ill; , dk n

!~e, number of fat cells eaG~person has v~rie$: a lean,parson
, c' ,;>' . .. ..' .".,

has around 4.0, Qillion,jln obese ';H;iul{might have 120 billion.
:": , ,; ,. Aq{ ';.. . . ;;li( : ,.',;' .,.', .

+"How :nany you enp YP,.wlth depends on many things, including
.,' 'genetics, but scientists believe there are three tinies in your life
t ,0 . ., "'" ., ." '

:,When you can make a t,ot'tif them-the third ,trimester just befqre
>,. ·\L ".,. '.:dh<'" ..

,you're born, the first year of ,life, and during puberty.
, Once youl~e made fat bells and settled at a ~uml?er, h,~re's

.. :\. .j ,i .. .. ,;;:.

h the bad news: ,That 'number can never'get Idwer again. When"
, you lose weight, you're actually not losirig'"anyf~tcells. The ones ~

"H," '
you have are jus"t.shl-iriking.' An obese per"son not only has up
to thtee times"moreo faf ce!l~ than 's~'meone at a healthy weight", .... ~. ..

;if>who's neve'rbe,en, obese,but theirJat caUs themselves can' be
"Xtwice~s;la':ge as the,'f~t~elli~f 'a leah person. LO~,eweight,

though, and th,e cEJllswill contract. '
Wh~n' you con~ume excess, calories an,d the body has nd

'1J16r~empty fat C'ellsto fill, the only thi,ng it ,b~n ~o to store them

~li's to make more fatcell~."Man'y?f thE!health prob~ems thai re~ult,
J, from the; produc,tiori.cif these additional f~t yells are causE!d by
.•' the ,fact that the"y are not'J~;~t under youf,skin. They are ~lso

, tiL ..
accumulating inside your abdomen, where they surround y.our
inte'rnal o:rgans,a~'d, amazing'iy and da'nger~usly, '~ithin some ;f'

,'. ,', '.:!> tW

,tho!?e organs, like'the liver and the heart. When fa:t bEigi,nsto
accd;mulat~insicje, your organs, it tlan'gerously disru'pts your me-

w ,;,
tabolism: '" Xi " .. \j

~ To be healthy,th'~ body of an aver.age{read: n'ofl-marathoner)"

b {l'dult ,yvomansho,uld .~~"~ebut 21 to, 31,pe:rcerit fat: The bodypf ;#

a h.ealthy"average (reAq:nbn:;"'NFL 'linebacker) adult male should; ..,. "x," 'f., " .,

beroughly'between 14 a'nd24'percen1 fat.
II ;p' ',l:\"1 'Fl,;:"
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Still, BMI isn't a perfect measurement of our body fat or of our risk
for related health conditions. For example, highly competitive athletes
tend to have higher BMIs because of increased muscle mass. For the
vast majority of us, though, our BMI reflects our level of body fat and
our health risks. While the BMI chart is the same for men and women,
BMI calculations for children take into account their growth and de-
velopment and should be determined by a pediatrician at every visit, If
the tesult concerns you and your doctor, you should discuss both its
implications and what you can do to help your child.

What may surprise you is that you don't need to have a 8MI in the
obese range to start developing the adverse health outcomes related to
cartying too much weight. Being even a few pounds overweight can
start you down the path to type 2 diabetes-and you can tip over into
type 2 diabetes without ever becoming obese.

The Growing MCljorily

So how does the rest of the population look?
According to the CDC's most recent survey of America's health,

released in January 2012, almost 32 percent of 2- to 19-year-olds and
nearly 69 percent of adults in America are overweight or obese.

In 2010, the obesity rate for adults rose in six~eell states. And
how many states saw a decrease? None. While it's true the rate of
increase has begun to slow, that doesn't mean we're out of the woods
yet.

The obesity epidemic is like a flood. The rush of water may have
abated, but our nation is still more than two-thitds underwater. And
in some demographic groups and income brackets, the floodwaters are
still pouring in. Ever since 2005, there is no longer a linear relationship
between poverty and obesity. Being wealthy is not nearly as protective
against obesity as it used to be.

II
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Beingoverweight or obese isn'tjuSt uncomfortable-it's also deadly,
as obesity is far too often follbwed by a waveof chronic disease. But
the obesity epidemic is not a natural disaster rhat we can't do any-
thing about. Unlik,e a tsunami, this national crisis is completely pre-

ventable.

12
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The Worse News:
It's Making Us Sick

Collectively, Americans carry more than four and a half bil-

lion extra pounds-that's an average of fourteen and a half

pounds per person, This excess body fat, whether it accumu-

lates under our skin, around our abdomens, or inside our organs,

wreaks havoc on our bodies, which are simply not designed to carry

aU that extra weight. As a result, obesity is a culprit behind the

countless chronic diseases affecting us today. According to CDC es-

timates, obesity is associated with approximately 112,000 deaths

each year.

Hearl Broken

Did you know that every twenty-6v~ seconds someone in this country

has a heart attack? This alarming statistic accounts for heart disease's
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rank as the number one cause of death for both men and women.
More people die from heart-related problems than from cancer, AIDS,
respiratory disease, or even accidents. And jf you are obese or over-
weight, you are more likely to have high blood pressure, high levels
of rnglycerides and LDL ("bad") cholesterol, and low levels of HDL
("good") cholesrerol, all of which are risk factors for heart disease. The
bottom line: Being overweight 01" obese places you at a higher risk of
developing heart disease and stroke.

According to Dr. Donald Lloyd-Jones, the chair of preventive med-
icine at Northwestern University, we shouldn't be surpnsed by this.
"The heart 1S a muscle like any other in our body," he explains. But
there's one important exception: "It never gets to rest:' Your heart-the
hardest-wotkmg muscle-spends every second of every day vigorously
pumping blood to the farthest teaches of your body. The larger you
become, the harder your heart has to work ro keep blood CIrculating.
The heart's smooth muscle walls start to dllcken ::lndget bigger. Ac-
cording to Dr. Lloyd-Jones, "pretty quickly the thickened heart stam to

weaken and eventually tips over inro heart failure."

14

Clogged Pipes

Arteries are rhe smooth, elastic vessels rhat transport blood through-
out the body. When you have high levels of LOL, the "bad" choles-
teroL it can stick to inflamed sections of the artery walls and eventually
build up into deposits called plaques. Just as gunk ill the drain of your
sink would prevent water from Rowing our of the baslll and down the
pipe, causing a backup, clogged arteries reduce blood flow, increasing
the risk of a heart attack or stroke. rf a coronary artery is completely
blocked off, it interrupts the blood supply to the heart muscle, causing
what we know .1S a heart arrack.
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For many of us, there is a genetic component to cholesterol beyond
our control that cannot be overlooked. If your cholesterol is roo high
despite being at a healthy weight and eating a healthy diet, there are
other ways to reduce it. The discovery and wide use of statin drugs
(like Lipitor and its generics) have been a boon, to the heart health
of our nation. With yhanges in diet and drug~induced reductions of
further buildup of plaque in the arteries, you can dramatically reduce
your risk of heart attack and stroke.

A High.Pressure Situation

As the heart pumps harder with increased body size and the arteries
narrow with elevated cholesterol, blood pressure almosr inevitably be-
gins to climb. High blood pressure, also known as hypertension, is a
major risk factor for heart disease and stroke. Sixty-nine percent of
people suffering their first hearr attack and 74 percent of stroke vic-
tims have high blood pressure. The most common contributors to high
blood pressure line up perfectly with the modern American lifestyle:
being overweight, nor engaging in enough physical activity, and eating
a poor diet high ,insodium.

15
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compromised, the kidneys may stop removing waste and extra
fluid from the body. That extra fluid can then raise blood pres-
sure even further, and the health problems only mount.

If enough damage accumulates in the kidneys, it can lead
to kidney failure (also called end-stage renal disease). The only
treatments for kidney failure are dialysis, which means having to

undergo regular blood-cleaning treatments for the rest of your
life, and kidney transplant, which is a procedure with its own

drawbacks and risks. High blood pressure causes more than
twenty-five thousand new cases of kidney failure in this country

every year.

7 Steps to a Healthy Heart

Wonder what makes for ideal cardiOvascularhealth and whether you

meet the criteria~ Give your heart a break and show it some love by
trying to check off as many of these American Heart Association fac-
tors as possible;

1. Optimal cholesterol (less than 200 mg/dL)
2. Normal blood pressure (120/80 or lower)
3. Not having diabetes
4. Lean body mass index (8MI ofless than 25)
5. Not smoking
6. Physical activity
7. Healthy diet

Unfortunately, according to rhe American Heart Association, only 1
percent of American adults meet these crireria. To find out how many
you meet, go to mylifecheck.heart.org.

16
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The Uniled SIales 01 Diabeles

High blood sugar, the telltale sign of diabetes, is caused by rhe body's
failure to move glucose out of the bloodstream and into the cells,
where it is used for energy. Carrying too much weight, especiallywhen
far is concentrated in the abdomen, makes you resisrant to your own
insulin, the hormone that moves glucose from your blood into your
cells. In response, the pancreas works hard to produce ever~higherlev~
els of insulin in an attempt to keep blood glucose levels from rising.
Type 2 diabetes ultimately ensues when the body's cells become resis~
tant to insulin and thus cannot properly remove glucose from the
bloodstream. And, in some cases, the insulin~producing cells of the
pancreas eventually become exhausted, requiring people with type 2
diabetes to take injections of insulin.

Type 2 diabetes affects nearly 27 million Ameri~ans and is inextri~
cablylinked with obesity: 80 percent of people with type 2 diabetes are
overweight or obese. Currently the seventh~leading cause of death,
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diabetes, if left untreated or poorly controlled, can contribute to a
number of serious health problems, including kidney failure, blind-
ness, and amputations, Unfortunately, the somber stats don't stop
there. People with diabetes are up to four rimes more likely to have a
heart attack or stroke than those without it, and 25 petcent mote likely
to die of cancer, The main risk factor for developing type 2 diabetes is
weight gain-even going from a BMI of 26 to 27 or 28 can increase

your risk substantially,
Type 2 diabetes doesn't develop overnight, More than 79 million

Americans are living with a condition called insulin resistance-also
known as prediabetes, As we gain weight, our cells become more resis-
tant to insulin, which results in an inability to transport glucoseout of
the bloo?stream as well as we should, This leads to a high blood sugar
level,which can be detected by your doctor with a standard panel of
blood work, Peoplewith prediabetes are at incrediblyhigh risk of tipping
over into diabetes in the near future, But sinceprediabetes has no symp-
toms, most of the millions of people with prediabetes don't even know
they have it, which is one reason it's crucial to have periodic screenings,
There are many things that can be done to reverseprediabetes-or even
reversetype 2 diabetes-but you can take action only if you know you
have a problem, It's believed that more than 90 percent of adults with
prediabetes and 25 petcent of adults with diabetes don't know they
have the disease, because they haven't been tested for it. For more on
the different steps you can take, see chapter 3.

Fatty Liver

When you gain toO much weight for the body to store it under your
skin, it begins to deposit in,your belly and eventually spreads out into
some of your organs, especially your heart and other muscles-and,
most importantly, your liver, Fat deposits in the liver are associated

18
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~with the metabolic abnormalities that drive the development of both
high cholesterol and type 2 diabetes. The growing obesity epidemic has
been closely followed by another rising epidemic of this new condition,
c'alled nonalcoh'olic fatty liver disease. Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease
didn't even exist until recently. And now.it's estimated that as many as
25 percent of American adults have excess fat in their liver.

In some cases, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease progresses into a form
of cirrhosis that occurs almost exclusively in people with severe obesity.
Almost all liver transplants in this country are performed as a result of
cirrhosis, but it used to be that most of that liver failure could be at-
tributed to the effects of alcoholism or hepatitis Band C. Now, how-
ever, the number ofliver transplants resulting from cirrhosis caused by
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease is quickly rising.

The C Word

Obesity doesn't just affect your heart, vascular system, pancreas, and
liver; it also increases your risk of developing some types'of cancer, in~
cluding cancers of the colon, kidneys, and esophagus. In women, it is
also linked to uterine cancer and postmenopausal breast cancer. Twenty
percent of cancer deaths in women and 14 percent in men are related
to being overweight or obese.

Brain Drain

One recent study suggests that being overweight or obese in middle
age might increase your likelihood of developing dementia later in life,
perhaps by as much as 70 percent. According co Dr. Nora Volkow, a
neuroscientist and the director of the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, obesity "negatively affects the functioning of the human brain."

19
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When researchers have compared the bram activity of obese people
with the brain activity of those at a healthy weight, studies have shown
decreased activity in the areas of the brain that control cognition.

Other Aches and Pains

More than 66 percent of people with arthritis are overweight or obese.
The hypertension with which so many obese people struggle makes
them 83 percent more likely to develop kidney disease. Obesity also
increases adults' relative risk of health problems such as gallbladder
disease, asthma, sleep apnea, and gauL

We know that obesity is a gateway to serious health conditions, but
what are the ramifications of having those conditions earlier in life,
when your body's still developing?

Won't Somebody Please Think
of the Children?

In 1970, less than 5 percent of American children were obese. By 2008,
that figure had skyrocketed to more than 17 percent. Add in the
kids who are overweight, and the number soars to almost 33 percent.
In African American and Hispanic communities it's even higher: 40
petcent.

How's the health of those kids~ Not so great. The CDC reports that
20 percent of all American teens, and 40 percent of obese teens, have
unhealthy cholesterol1evels. Auropsy studies have found that 38 percenr
of obese children and 13 pel'cent of all children show signs of nonalco-
holic fatty liver disease. Pediatricians are now being encouraged to pay
close attention ro the warning signs of hypertension.

20
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And when it comes to diabetes, children typically aren't screened
at alLPrior to rhe rise of obesity in this country, it simplywasn't neces~
sary. Any diabetes seen in children was usually type 1 diabetes (not
related to obesity). Type 2 diabetes historically was seen only in
adults, and was called adult-onset diabetes. Now that physicians are
seeing it in obese children, they had to stop calling it adult-onset, but the
health risks are the same.

What will happen when these children who are starting their lives
with a progressive disease end up on dialysis before the age of thirty?
Type 2 diabetes typically cuts the life expectancy of a tifty-year-oldby
six years, The CDC estimates that a ten-year~oldwith type 2 diabetes
will lose nineteen years of his or her life.

II Life Unexpected

There is much speculation-and worry-that the compounding obe-
sity and diabetes crises will actually shorten our national life expec~
tancy. And if that happens, it will be the first time since the rise of
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modern civilization it occurs not because of natural disaster, famine,
or plague, but as the result of chronic diseases.

Whether or nor the average life span decreases, the quality of life
fat many Americans already has. Obesity can deprive those affected
by it not only of health, but also of mobility, selfesreem, opportunities,
and, in many cases, success and happiness.
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The Worse News: It's Making Us Sick

Obesity is a national problem, and one that needs national attention
in order to fix it. Every person in this country, even those who are CUt~
tently at a healthy weight, is or will be touched by obesity in some way.
It's everyone's problem, and evetyone needs to be part of the solution,
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The Good News: Little Changes
Can Make a Big Difference

The bad news and big numbers connected to our national weight
crisis tell us that the obesity epidemic cannot be denied or

ignored. To reverse the epidemic, it's going to take changes to
every sector of society. However, for any of us who arc overweight or
obese, it was many little decisions adding up over time that got us to
the number on the scale this morning, And making many little changes
to our lives can help bring our weight down.

Huge Benefits

An important piece of good news is that most of us doo't have to lose

fifty pounds to start seeing real improvements to our health. Nu-

merous studies have demonstrated that losing just 10 percent of total

body weight-for a 200-pound person, that's twenty pounds; for

someone who weighs 150 pounds, it's fifteen-is enough to improve a
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person's overall health. And for $Ome of us, a 10 percent weight [ass

could be enough to return our BMI to the healthy zone.
Researchers have found that most health benefits of moderate

weight loss actually kick in sooner. Losing as little as 5 to 7 percent of

your total weight-seven to fourteen pounds in the above cxamples-

lowers blood prcsHlrc, improves blood sugar levels, and reduces the

risk of type 2 diabetes by 60 percent. Achingjoints? Every ten pounds

lost removes an average of forty pounds of pressure on your hips, knees,

and ankles; alleviates anhritic pain; and 011 significantly Cut the rISk of

developing osteoarthritis.

Creeping Up and Cutting Back

For most people, weight gain creeps up on them. It doesn't take a three-

week all-inclusive cruise or an entire season of tailgate parties to find

your jeans no longer button. Just an extra 100 calories a day can pack

on considerable pounds over the course of a year. Five years of snacks

you don't even remember eating could explain the thirty pounds that

just sneaked up on you.

But that little bit, just 100 calories, makes a djfference In the long

run. How Ollich is 100 calories? In many cases, i['s bat·ely a bite: a third

of an average bageL four Hershey's kisses, or a quarter of a Starbucks

blueberry streusel muffin.

Dr. Rudy Leibel, a molecular geneticist at Columbia UIlIversity,

says that, like baseball, obesity is a game of inches. After studying the

sciencc of weight for thirty years, Leibel believes individuals become

obese due to "very small differences in the balance of energy imake and

expenditure, extrapolated ovcr long periods of time, years and years."

Happily, the opposite IS also true. Cuttingjllst 100 calories a day

is a good first step coward gradual weight loss. Eliminating that one
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afternpon soda, sweet tea, ot: vitamin water could start you on the
journey tow;ard\ahealthi~r, thinoer you.

Ge>tSweat?

Contributing ro our collectiveweight gain is tp.efact that Ameticans
aren't moving like we used co)ri 1950,hal~o,f,Americanshad ajob,that
.involvedphysical labor. Today,-less.than. to percent of us do, and we
don't compensate for that when we're-c:ffthe cl;ck. Almost 59 percent
of adults don't break a swe,atin their leisure time. Only J percent of
adults meet the minimum recommendation for physical activity,

Do you know you need to step up your physical activity, but don't
have the time for a Zumba class, the money for a personal trainer, or
the stamina to run a 5K? No worries. You don't need to. The recom-
mended amount is less than you mIght think.

To glean the most important health benefits of physical activity, the
average-adult needs to engage in thirty minutes of moderate activity,
five times a week, and it doesn't have to be thirty minutes all at once:
Shorter bouts of ten to fifteen minutes COUnttoo. What counts: Take a
brisk walk, ride your bike to work, or climb the fiveRightsof stairs up to
your offi~~.

Want to go farther, faster: Just fifteen minutes of vigorous aerobic
activity-jogging, riding your bike on hills, or playing basketball-
fivedays a week can havesimilar health benefits,

New research shows thar doing resistance training just two days a
week not only strengthens bones and muscles, but also boosts your
body'sgood cholesteroL improves cognitive function, lowers rhe risk of
type 2 diabetes, and reduces depression. Weight lifting and yoga both
count. How long: Just move your muscles until they're tired-fifteen
minutes can do it.
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Little Changes = Big Results
Cut just 100 calories a day from your normal diet You don't
even have to give something up: just swap it. Switching your morn-
ing bagel-even the whole-grain, covered-in-sunflower-seeds

kind-to oatmeal can easily eliminate your 100 calories without

depriving you of a single bite. If you're the kind of person who
thinks it's not breakfast without a bowl of cold cereal. try swapping
your granola for Special K and whole milk or 2 percent for skim or

1 percent.

SUCCESS STORIES-
When Paul, a video store owner from Boston, was diagnosed
with diabetes fifteen years ago, his identical twin, Tim, was pre-

pared for the same fate. After all, they shared the same DNA,
and both brothers were overweight: Paul was 220 pounds; Tim
weighed in at 200. The only other difference was that Paul had

stopped exercising. Tim still played hoops with his friends on

Tuesday nights.
Tim signed up for the Diabetes Prevention Program, an NIH-

funded study of more than three thousand volunteers who were
overweight and had prediabetes. The goal of the study was to
determine if a small amount of weight loss-just 7 percent of one's

body weight-and an increase in physical activity were enough
to prevent high-risk people from developing diabetes.

And what did the study show? Those participants who made
lifestyle changes were twice as successful at preventing diabe-
tes than those who just look medicine to prevent it. In fact, over

I ~
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the course of six months in the study, which offered medical su-
pervision and support, Tim lost fourteen pounds and reversed

his own prediabetic condition; his blood sugar levels returned to
normal. How did he lose the weight? By making small lifestyle
changes. He added a little more exercise to his week-he now

carries his own clubs when he plays golf-and cut the size of his
portions. He still eats meat and his beloved potato chips, but in
moderation.

As Dr. David Nathan, the Harvard endocrinologist who led
the Diabetes Prevention Program, sums it up, "You don't have to

get back to what you weighed in high school. You only need to
lose ten or fifteen pounds to improve your chances of preventing
diabetes."

The BEST News Ever!

Before we go one page further, hear this dearly: You don't have to
achieve rock-hard abs to be healthy. You don't have to be a woman who
wears a size 4 or a man who fits into size 30 jeans. You don't have
to completely abandon all the foods you love,become a vegan, or work
out for six hours a day. You don't have to be perfect. Youjust have to be
healthy. And healthy comes in all shapes and sizes, with curves and
dimples and angles and other beautiftil identifiers that make us each
UnIque.

Unlike some serious health conditions, obesity can be reversed.
Conquet it and you vastly improve your odds of a longer, healthier,
happier life.

Although it's hard, it's less complicated than you think. All too of-
ten, people give up because they believe it's all or nothing: They think
they have to start training for an Ironman competition and eliminate
unhealthy food entirely, subsisting on a meager diet of canned tuna,
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carrots, celery, and the like. You can try that for a while:, but it's
unhealthy, unrealistic, and virtually impossible for most of us to

maintain-especially when our bodies are programmed to be seden-
tary when we can and to seek out sweets and fats.

The prescription is simple: Eat a bit less and move a bit more. You
don't have to have a system or a supplement, a complicated workour
regimen or fancy nutritional calculatOrs. You don't need to join a gym
or a boot camp or find a personal trainer, The only thing you need is
the truth. The truth abom why we're fat, and how we can fix it.

And here's the really good news: You'vealready got it in your hands.

Welcome to the anti-diet book.
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